WiseDive

Handheld torches
INSTRUCTIONS & CARE ADVICE
Thank you for buying your WiseDive torch. Your new torch is a high quality
precision manufactured device that will benefit from some basic care.
Please take some time to read these instructions and retain for future
reference.

OPERATIONS

To switch on your torch and use the various power levels please refer to
the table below:

On/off
Flight lock ON

Turn to left and release
Turn to left and release four times within two
seconds, check the orange indication on the
back, turn left and release left once more

Flight lock OFF

When in flight lock mode, turn left four times
within two seconds to turn the light on

Strobe
Toggle through the
output modes
Toggle through
operating modes

While on turn left and hold
Turn right and hold - will toggle through the output
modes: 1 00% -> 80% -> 60% -> 40% -> 20%
Turn right and release - will toggle though
operating modes:
Normal mode -> Boost mode -> Tail light on with
no mainlight -> Tail light & main light on -> SOS

Your WiseDive torch can be used in and out of water. If ran at maximum
power for a long period of time you may notice it return automatically to
continuous drive mode. This is an in-built feature designed to prevent
overheating and maximise battery life.

MAINTENANCE

To clean the torch simply rinse in fresh, clean, warm water. Never use
alcohol or any chemicals to clean the torch. Ensure the charger plug is
clean and dry and refer to the section on charging below.

CHARGING

To charge your WiseDive torch use the cradle charger. When using the
cradle charger slide the torch into the cradle aligning the silver quick lock
ring with the cradle carving.
Taillight battery status indication:
80 - 1 00%
60 - 80%
40 - 60%
20 - 40%
0 - 20%

Cradle charger indicator:

: 2 blue flashes
Orange when charging
: 4 blue flashes
Blue when 90% recharged
: 2 orange flashes
: 4 orange flashes
: continuous orange light

ADDITONAL DAILY CARE GUIDELINES FOR DIVERS

For diving use please follow these simple daily care guidelines.
Failure to do so may reduce the life of your torch and ultimately result
in the warranty becoming void.

BATTERY CARE

To maximize battery life, never store your WiseDive torch with the
battery discharged. This will eventually cause the battery to
deteriorate to the point of not being able to hold a charge. Incorrect
treatment of the battery may lead to the warranty becoming void.

END-CAP

All WiseDive torches have a waterproof end-cap with a double O-ring
seal. If the end-cap has been properly inserted before diving the
charger plug will remain dry during your dive. Always insert the endcap. While the torch itself is waterproof the end-cap also keeps out
sand and dirt. If the end-cap has not been inserted correctly before
diving you will need to remove it after your dive to clean your torch.

CLEANING AFTER DIVING

Rinse the torch immediately with fresh water to remove any salt
crystals, sand, or dirt and dry thoroughly (paying particular attention
to the charger plug) before charging. If dirt has accumulated in the
lens cavities simply rinse the torch in fresh, clean, warm water. You
can use a little dish washing soap, but never use alcohol or any
chemicals to clean the torch as this will cause permanent damage to
the lens. Check the end-cap O-rings seal and remove any sand or
dirt. Ideally rinse the torch in fresh water while it is still wet from your
dive to prevent salt crystals from settling in the charger plug. If the
quick lock ring or end-cap are jammed due to salt deposit simply soak
in fresh, clean, warm water for approximately one hour, do not force
these parts. Regular lubrication of the screw thread, gasket and endcap O-rings seal is recommended.
Use only silicon based grease or oil.

CHARGING AFTER DIVING

It is very important that the torch is rinsed in fresh water and dried
thoroughly (air or blow dried) before charging. Please ensure the
charger plug is completely dry and refer to the section on charging in
this document for further information.

GENERAL WARNINGS

Never try to open a WiseDive torch, this
will break the seal and void the warranty.
For parts and repair inquiries please
contact WiseDive.
Never use the rear end charge plug for
anything other than charging.
Always rinse in fresh water after diving in
salt water and before charging. Always dry
the torch thoroughly before charging and
pay particular attention to the charger
plug. Always store your WiseDive torch
fully charged. Never drop or subject your
WiseDive torch to any sudden harsh
impact.

WARRANTY

Guarantee conditions: You have a 2
year guarantee (limited guarantee for
the batteries) if any problems arise
with your WiseDive product.
Return your WiseDive product to our
address after which we will correct the
problem as soon as possible or
alternatively send you a new product.
Vandalism, misuse or the like are not
covered by the exchange rights.
Enclose your receipt when exchanging
the product. The warranty will become
null and void if the product is misused,
abused, tampered with
or taken apart.

NOTE

Product specifications may change without
notice. Please check the update
specification in our website.
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